FROM THE EDITORS:

Cambridge Occasional Papers in Linguistics (COPiL) is the working papers publication of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Cambridge. In keeping with the publication’s aim of providing a forum for the reporting of original research by staff, research fellows and postgraduate students affiliated to the Department, this volume seeks to accommodate in its pages interesting ideas that will encourage discussion, learning and the sharing of ideas. Following the success of the inaugural volume (COPiL, v.1, 2004), this second volume establishes a publication that constitutes itself a stimulating event and proves to attract wide interest.

The twelve papers that comprise this volume cover a wide range of topics across many of the major branches of linguistic study – syntax, semantics, phonetics, phonology and historical linguistics amongst them. The papers that appear in each printed volume are also available on the COPiL website (www.mml.cam.ac.uk/ling/copil.html).

Finally, we wish to acknowledge the contribution of the editors of last year’s volume, namely Lluisa Astruc and Marc Richards, who set a solid standard for each subsequent publication and provided us with valuable guidelines from their own experience. We aimed to heavily build on their work and we hope that we have contributed to the second of a series of many volumes of COPiL. Finally, a quick thank you to David Willis for his help and advice during the publication process.
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